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Heni’s intro comments 

Before talking about our topic for tonight I want to  

thank Linda for volunteering to do this with me. I  

met Linda back in the 1990’s and while I’ve known  

her through OrH we’ve never worked together on a  

project. My other connecNon with her is that her  

partner Allan was my thesis advisor for my MSW  

when I was at Carleton in the 1980’s. But that only  

shows you my age because my second child who is  

now 34 was born the same week my thesis was  

accepted . In fact I remember Allan congratulaNng  

me on two babies in one week.  It was great having  

someone to discuss the book with and figure out  
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how to organize tonight’s session.  

So rather than hearing us drone on most of tonight  

has been organized around break out rooms with   

an intro and then quesNons to get you discussing 
with each other.  

So, Oluo in her introducNon to the book talks about  

her life and why in the end she decided to write a  

book basically for those of us (white, black, Asian,  

etc) who conNnually asked her to help them 
understand racism.  

She menNons always having to explain why her  

mother is white and she wasn’t adopted, work  

harder to get where her white colleagues were as  

one of the few blacks at the high tech companies  
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she worked at in SeaZle, always be polite, keep her  

voice modulated, always dress up, ignore racist  

comments UNTIL she no longer could.  

SHE WROTE 

“I started to ques4on, I started to resist, I started to 
demand. I wanted to know why it was considered a 
bad thing that I was ‘opinionated’, I wanted to know 
what exactly it was about my hair that was 
‘unprofessional’, I wanted to know what exactly it 
was about that joke that people found ‘funny’. And 
once I started talking, I couldn’t stop.” 

As she said in one of the videos she could write a  

bunch of arNcles or she could put it all down in one  

book and so she did. This book was published in  

2018 which was before several of the others we’ve  

read. The reason I wanted to talk about her book in  
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parNcular is because it’s wriZen in plain language,  

it’s forthright and she explains the pracNcaliNes of  

dealing with racism. It’s not wriZen only for white  

folks but I see it as a manual for how to deal with  

racism of all kinds. Much of what she says applies  

equally for how to deal with anN-semiNc remarks as  

well but that’s for another session.  

Paraphrasing what she would say, the people in this  

group are here because we want to learn how to be  

anN-racist allies and if we’ve tried these  

conversaNons in the past and failed we are here to  

learn and try again. She points out that  

conversaNons around the topic of race, racism,  
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racial oppression, etc are not easy but they will get 
easier over Nme.  

The topic for Temple’s Books and Bagels book  

review on Sunday morning April 18 was a memoir  

about a mixed race Jewish woman adopted by two  

white young Jewish parents from Chicago, her life  

growing up and then the story of her taking care of  

a great aunt who had demenNa. This aunt hadn’t  

been in her life for over 15 years because her  

parents eventually cut her out of the family’s life  

when her racist remarks became too blatant to 
ignore.   

Some of us would have ignored racist comments 20  

years ago but things have changed and Oluo wrote  
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this book to cover the various topics we need to  

think about in order to educate ourselves and  

through us others.  

Hopefully you’ve either read the book, or watched  

some of her videos.  

Before going into our first discussion I’m going to go  

over a few slides with some of her definiNons. We  

won’t be discussing them here but they will give  

you some background for the break out discussions.  

Slide 2 is her definiNon of what racism is. READ 

Slide 3 is how she determines if something is racist.  

Slide 4 READ – what if I screw up.  

Slide 5 is about checking privilege and the topic of  

our first discussion. Privilege is not something that  
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is limited to just one group of people. She points  

out her own privilege as a child with a mother who  

promoted educaNon, who provided nourishing  

food, that she was neuro-typical so she fit into the  

school system, etc. 

So our quesNons for our first discussion are on Slide 
6.  

David, over to you.    


